Abstract-Recognition of emotion from speech is a significant subject in man-machine fields. In this study, speech signal has analyzed in order to create a recognition system which is able to recognize human emotion and a new set of characteristic has proposed in time, frequency and time-frequency domain in order to increase the accuracy. After extracting features of Pitch, MFCC, Wavelet, ZCR and Energy, neural networks classify four emotions of EMO-DB and SAVEE databases. Combination of features for two emotions in EMO-DB database is 100%, for three emotions is 98.48% and for four emotions is 90% due to the variety of speech, existing more spoken words and distinguishing male and female which is better than the result of SAVEE database. In SAVEE database, accuracy is 97.83% for two emotions of happy and sad, 84.75% for three emotions of angry, normal and sad and 77.78% for four emotions of happy, angry, sad and normal
INTRODUCTION
Speech is a communicative process among humans. One of the most significant characteristics of speech is transferring of internal emotion to the audiences. When the speech is presented by the speaker, the speech includes the individual's emotion. In this study, the researcher is going to recognize individual emotion. Recognizing emotions mean understanding speaker's emotion by speech's samples. It is better to use suitable parameters for improving he result of emotional speech. Firozshah et al have used MFCC and ANN to recognize four emotionsas angry, happy,neutral and sad which have the accuracy of recognition 72.05, 66.05 and 71.25 for women, men and mixtures of themrespectively [1] . Javidi et al have used MFCC, ZCR, Pitch, Energy and combination of the CHAID decision Tree, Regression, SVM, C5.0 and ANN to recognize as angry, happy, neutral, sadness, disgust, fear and boredom emotions, and the accuracy of recognition using ANN was 71.70 [2] . Dai et al [3] , have presented neural network and combination of feature as a landmark, Pitch, energy to recognize speech's emotions as angry, happy, neutral and sadness and the accuracy of 90% was obtained for recognizing angry and neutral and more than 80% accuracy was obtained for sad and happy and more than 49% was obtained for classifying four emotions. Ayadi et al have worked by feature extraction ANN and HMM. The number of emotions was 7 for them. The accuracyrate was 71% for HMM and 50% for ANN which has shown better operation of HMM. [4] . Haq et al have used 7 emotions of angry, disgust, fear, happy, neutral, sad, surprised and energy feature extraction, duration, MFCC, pitch and MLB which has obtained 53%accuracy rate [5] . Ververidis et al have used angry, happy, neutral and sad emotions. They extract the features of energy, formant and pitch and their accuracy was 53.7% [6] . Gharavian et al have used GMM model and used four emotions and its accuracy was 65.1%. In this study, they used modular neural-SVM and applied happy, angry and neutral's emotions. The accuracy rate was 76.3%. In this study, the accuracy rate for C5.0 was 56.3% [7] . Table 1 shows the previus works in this field. This article organized as follows: In section two emotion speech reconition system is introduced. In section three feature extraction is stated. proposed method is in section four and it is evaluated with different dataset in section five and six and finally there is a conclusion and future works in the last two sections. 
II. EMOTION SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM
The emotion recognition system includes four main parts. " Fig. 1 "shows the information of emotion recognition system. The Pattern and emotion recognition system include four main processes, which are as the following: speech input, feature extraction, classifier, emotion speech output. 
III. ANALYSIS AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
Extraction and selection of the best parameters of the speech signal are the most significant duty in designing a speech recognition system. Fig. 2 shows the preprocessing steps of speech analysis and feature extraction. 
A. Framing
When an audio vector is analyzed, the features are divided into two parts, half of them are in audio frame and the rest is in the frames. It is probable that the features are not achieved completely in each window analysis and they probably are hidden. Since, after converting analog signals to digital one, the speech samples are divided into frames in order to overlap each other. The new frame includes part of the previous frame and the next one [8] . 
B. Windowing
Due to the non-static hood of speech signal and variable statistical features during time, the speech signal is divided into short times about 4-20ms and analyzing is conducted during mentioned time, these speech are called window.
After framing all frames at the beginning and end of each frame include interruption that is spectral distortion are reached to the least by framing at the beginning and end of each frame [9] .
N is the number of symbols in each frame and n is the number of frames. Then the result of framing is the equation (1) ( ) = ( ) ( ) (1) X(n) is the input signal of speech and y(n) is the output of the framing. Windows include varied models and some of them are introduced in the following equations [2] .
C. Energy
Energy is the most and significant and basic features in speech signal which recognize the boundary between speech and silence. The energy can be obtained as follows [2] .
The energy ( ) of a signal frame of length is obtained by 
D. Zero Crossing (ZCR)
The calculation of ZCR is done with audio signal which recognize the speech signals from silence [10] .
The ZCR Crossing of a signal frame of length is obtained by
The main aim of using MFCC is inspiring from human's ears feature in receiving and understanding speech. The operation of human's ear is in a way that understanding frequency is varied from real frequency. One Mel is the measurement unit of heard frequency of a phoneme. It doesn't rely on pitchfrequency linearly, since the operation of human's ear is in a way that it doesn't understand more than 1 kHz frequency auditory system of human doesn't understand the frequencies ever scale linear, since the researcher has presented Mel scale for developing human understands. Mel frequency is a logarithmic mapping of physical frequency to understand frequencies. MFCC's coefficient considers certain coefficient for each frequency and since varied emotions considering different morality and mood have different frequency; therefore, anger is different from happiness and using these features increase the strength of emotion recognition.
F. Pitch
The periodic information of thin and thick speech is recognized mainly by pitch frequency. The more pitch the more thin sound and the less pitch frequency the more thick sound.
This frequency, which is called base frequency and it is shown by F 0 , is about 50 to 150 hertz in men. In women it isabout 150 to 450 hertz and in children it is about 300 to 700 hertz.
One of the oldest ways of estimating pitch in speech is autocorrelation. In this method autocorrelation changes of the function r (η) are plotted with respect to η (sample frame) [11] .
G. Discrete wavelet transform(DWT)
The most usual signal analysis is Fourier transform which break up signals to different frequencies and keep the information of frequencies and lose the information of time, while the waveletincludes both of them that is, frequency information and time -oriented information. Equation of wavelet transform has presented in the following [1] .
) ( )is the main wavelet of analysis function and S(k) is speech signal, j is time measurement, k is the amount of movement in each measurement (transform parameter) and w j,k is wavelet coefficients.
In discrete wavelet transform, the main signal passes through the low-pass and high-pass filters which are appeared as approximation and detailed coefficients. In speech signals, low frequency is known as approximation h(n) , and high frequncey is known as details g(n) which has shown in Fig.4 . Fig. 4 . Analysis of discrete wavelet on three level [12] IV. CLASSIFYING MODEL OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK A multilayer neural network (MLP) shows a non-linear relationship between input and output vectors. It operates through connecting neurons of each node to the previous and next layers. The output of each neuron is multiplied by the weighting coefficients and is given as input to non-linear functions. In training phase, educational information is given to perceptron. Then weights are adjustedso that error between the output current and target reduces to minimum or the number of training reaches the predetermined one. Then to evaluate the accuracy of the training process, a series of inexperienced input is applied to the network.
MLP architecture consists of an input layer, hidden layer and output layer each of them includes specific neurons. The numbers of neurons of input layers is equal to the vector's features plus bias neuron and the number of output neurons is equal to the defined class for classifier. It ispossible to change the number of middle neurons till the best accuracy is obtained. In this research the number of middle neurons is changed from one to five and the best result has been obtained when the network has just had one hidden layer. Therefore a hidden layer of 12 neurons were considered.
V. DATABASE
Emotional database in emotion recognition is usually applied for studying acoustic, phonetic and research and development in the field of emotion speech recognition system. SAVEE and EMO-DB have been studied for this research.
A. Berlin Database of Emotional Speech (EMO-DB)
This database is produced in technical university of Berlin. Seven emotional moods have used in this database which are angry, happy, boredom, sadness, fear, disgust and neutral. Ten artists who were five men and five women run this program. 
VI. IMPLEMENTATION METHOD AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
In this study data mining is done by ANN classifier and IBM SPSS software.
IBM SPSS Modeler is one of the best data mining tools and professional software to perform complex calculations and statistical analyzes for server and client.
Our data include 60 features extracted from a Berlin database speech and SAVEE. The outputs were angry, happy, sad and neutral. In this study, 340 speeches are chosen from Berlin database and 300 speeches are chosen from SAVEE. 20 percent of data were used for testing and 80 percent were used for training. This process has been repeated many times and the accuracy of classification is obtained based on the samples which recognized rightly to the all samples. Then, average of accuracy values,calculates for all repetition and presented as final accuracy (5 fold cross validation).
In the first experiment, recognizing of two emotions was performed. Our emotional moods were happy and sad. The whole number of speeches in Berlin database were 132 which include happy (70), sadness (62). The number of speeches was 120 in SAVEE database which include happy (60) and sadness (60). The result of each test for all features and features combination has done and their accuracy is presented in table 2. As you see in the table, the wavelet features in EMO-DB is 85.29% and in SAVEE is 53.57% by using the feature combination as wavelet, MFCC, energy, ZCR, pitch, energy Fourier, ZCR Fourier, pitch Fourier accuracy is obtained 100% in EMO-DB and 97.83% in SAVEE database, and for the Berlin database, accuracy is 2.7% better than SAVEE.
In table 2 the accuracy of emotions happy and sad in IBM SPSS Modeler Software in Berlin database obtained as 91.43%, and after removing lost data in MFCC features, it changes to 100%.
In the second test, it is tried for three emotions of angry, sad and neutral. All of 69 features were used in the test. The whole number of speech in Berlin database was 267; 126 for angry, 79 for neutral and 62 for sadness. The speech numbers were 240 in SAVEE database, 60 for angry, 120 for neutral and 60 for sadness. The result of each test has done for all features and features combination which their accuracy is shown in In table4, the accuracy of happy, sad, angry and neutral emotions in IBM SPSS Modeler software in Berlin database firstly obtained as 76.5%, and after removing lost data in MFCC feature changes to 90%.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this study, EMO-DB emotional speech is used which mad at the technical Berlin University and SAVEE emotional speech, made in Surrey University IN England. In this database, the data have high quality. The next step in recognizing emotional speech is feature extraction, that wavelet, MFCC, energy, pitches, ZCR. In this study, the feature combination of time -frequency, time, frequency domain and ANN classifier is used and feature combination in EMO-DB for two emotion is 100%, for three emotion is98.48%, and for four emotion is 90%, which all are better than SAVEE accuracy of recognizing emotional speech as 97.83% for happiness and sadness, 84.75%, for angry, sad and neutral and 77.78%, for happiness, sadness, angry, neutral.
VIII. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE WORKS
It can be concluded from the mentioned studies that by a combination of features, the accuracy increases, which is significant, but it is not the best method since it is time consuming. Regarding this reason, the researcher has chosen the combination of neural network with Evolutionary Algorithm which improves the quality of speech emotion recognition.
